The surge of unaccompanied minors crossing the border into the United States bespeaks the conditions that continue to tear at the fabric of families in Central America. Special immigrant juvenile status (SIJS), a classification enacted by Congress in 1990 to provide a pathway to legal permanent residence for undocumented minors abandoned or neglected by their parents, is a source of hope for many of these young migrants. In a political climate in which anti-immigration sentiment is increasing, advocates for unaccompanied minors are detecting new sources of judicial and administrative resistance to SIJS. This article maps this shifting legal terrain and argues that it is at odds with Congress’s intent that SIJS be used to remove children from harm’s way, no matter their citizenship status.
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In the fall of 2016, fifteen-year-old Ernesto¹ and a group of other migrants began a perilous overland journey from Guatemala to the United States. The group traveled through Mexico with the help of paid “coyotes”² as their guides. Crossing the border between Mexico and Arizona and proceeding at night across the Sonoran Desert, the group was nearly apprehended twice when the Border Patrol was operating without canine trackers. Finally, on the morning of December 12, 2015, the Border Patrol surrounded the group, this time with canines. As Ernesto was fifteen at the time and is not from a country contiguous with the United States, he was immediately transferred from the Border Patrol to the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), an agency of the Department of Health and Human Services responsible for processing and resettling unaccompanied minors in accordance with the William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008.³ The Act requires children like Ernesto to be placed in removal proceedings under the auspices of the Department of Justice’s Executive Office for Immigration Review.⁴ After several months, Ernesto was transferred to the custody of his brother Javier in Brooklyn, New York, where he remains in deportation proceedings. His next hearing in Immigration Court is in November 2020.

Under the Immigration and Nationality Act, “alien” and “immigrant” mean “any person not a citizen or national of the United States.”⁵ Ernesto figures among the over 200,000 minor immigrants unaccompanied by their

¹ The name has been changed in the interest of privacy.
parents who have entered the United States in recent years. A spike in the number of unaccompanied minors crossing the southwestern border in 2014 followed a report just two years prior that “illegal immigration is on the wane.” The surge in the number of minors entering the United States along this border bespeaks the conditions that continue to undermine societal stability in the Northern Triangle Countries of Central America—El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. Gangs, poverty, and domestic violence drive minors north in search of safety and opportunity, but along the way they risk becoming the targets of human traffickers and smugglers. Entering the country overland from the south is becoming increasingly difficult for a variety of reasons. Federal policy raises numerous obstacles, creating disincentives to embarking on an already perilous journey. Efforts are made to funnel migrants into areas where crossing is most treacherous, undermine humanitarian aid in the desert, deny entry to asylum seekers, and prosecute adult border crossers and separate them from their children. Nonetheless, the number of crossings continues to be significant, and the backlog of cases burdening the immigration system approaches 700,000.

“Unaccompanied minor” is a legal term of art defined as a child under the age of eighteen with no legal status in the United States at the time of their entry upon United States territory and with no available care from a parent or guardian in the United States. Unaccompanied minors are “entitled to a full hearing before an immigration judge,” and their cases can take some time to

---

11. Rose, supra note 7.
be resolved. Within seventy-two hours of entry, the custody of such children from countries other than Mexico and Canada becomes the responsibility of the Department of Health and Human Services, specifically the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR). Immigrant juveniles cannot be held in civil detention for more than twenty days and must be placed in the least restrictive setting. Unaccompanied minors with “responsible” family members in the United States are allowed to travel onward to join them while their removal is pending in immigration court.

As dockets have swelled in recent years to unmanageable numbers, the immigration status of unaccompanied minors can remain unresolved for years. President Obama initiated fast-track deportation proceedings for unaccompanied minors in the hopes of decreasing unauthorized immigration, but the plan did little to lessen the backlog. In the meantime, unaccompanied minors have few pathways to legal status. In addition to asylum—the requirements for which are onerous—and

20. Reno v. Flores, 507 U.S. 292, 296 (1993); Office of Refugee Resettlement, Unaccompanied Alien Children Released to Sponsors by State, June 30, 2017, https://www.acf.hhs.gov/orr/resource/unaccompanied-alien-children-released-to-sponsors-by-state. See, e.g., P.G. v. Dep’t of Children & Family Servs., 867 So. 2d 1248, 1249 (Fla. App. 2004). The vast majority of minors are released to custodians. Santos v. Smith, 260 F. Supp. 3d 598, 615 (W.D. Va. 2017) (noting that roughly 93% were so released in 2014). If a juvenile has no such family member, she remains in federal custody, see, e.g., In re C.M.K., 552 N.W.2d 768, 769 (Minn. Ct. App. 1996). No state juvenile court has jurisdiction over such a minor unless the United States Attorney General consents. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)J(iii)(I). The Trump Administration has argued that the Flores Settlement necessitates the separation of parents from their children and has asked that the Settlement be modified to permit the indefinite detention of children with their families, to promote “the widely shared interest in keeping families together.”
T- and U-visas, special immigrant juvenile status (SIJS) may be a means for many unaccompanied minor migrants to achieve legal immigration status. SIJS is a unique status enacted by Congress in 1990 and amended through bipartisan legislation in both 1997 and 2008 that permits undocumented minors abandoned or neglected by their parents to obtain lawful permanent resident status. Congress enacted SIJS to protect undocumented children against abusive parents and deportation to a situation that would imperil their welfare. SIJS is available to migrant children who arrived with their families and were later removed into foster care and also to minors who cross the border by themselves or whose parents are turned away or detained by Border Patrol agents.

As explained in more detail below in Part II, the path to SIJS begins when a state court takes jurisdiction over a case involving the child’s welfare and makes the six findings required for SIJS. The federal government has expressly delegated these determinations to state courts. One of the problems with this avenue to legal status is that the vast majority of unaccompanied minors are unaware of SIJS, have no counsel, and may age out of special immigrant juvenile status (SIJS) may be a means for many unaccompanied minor migrants to achieve legal immigration status. SIJS is a unique status enacted by Congress in 1990 and amended through bipartisan legislation in both 1997 and 2008 that permits undocumented minors abandoned or neglected by their parents to obtain lawful permanent resident status. Congress enacted SIJS to protect undocumented children against abusive parents and deportation to a situation that would imperil their welfare. SIJS is available to migrant children who arrived with their families and were later removed into foster care and also to minors who cross the border by themselves or whose parents are turned away or detained by Border Patrol agents.

As explained in more detail below in Part II, the path to SIJS begins when a state court takes jurisdiction over a case involving the child’s welfare and makes the six findings required for SIJS. The federal government has expressly delegated these determinations to state courts. One of the problems with this avenue to legal status is that the vast majority of unaccompanied minors are unaware of SIJS, have no counsel, and may age out of...
being able to apply for it. Another problem is the procrastination of government officials. Lawsuits have been necessary to compel government officials to resolve pending SIJS petitions in a timely manner. Furthermore, the government is not required to grant SIJS even if the appropriate findings are made or if the order made was temporary and subject to a full hearing that never occurred. If the government does grant a child SIJS, there is no guarantee they will be granted permanent resident status.

In a political climate marked by heightened anti-immigration sentiment, advocates for unaccompanied minors are confronting new sources of resistance to SIJS. One source lies in state courts, where procedural and substantive inconsistencies in decision making are occurring more frequently. A second source is the federal executive branch’s claimed discretionary power to bring about “abrupt policy changes” in immigration law that raise practical roadblocks to obtaining SIJS and that may be difficult to challenge. This Article canvasses these sources of resistance against the backdrop of our collective ambivalence about our southern land border and argues that attacks on SIJS are at odds with Congress’s intent that the protection of immigrant juveniles be implemented fairly, clearly and robustly.

This Article proceeds in four parts. Part II explains the mechanics of obtaining SIJS and an adjustment of status to legal permanent resident. Part III theorizes the southwestern borderlands between the United States and Mexico as a locus of deep ambivalence and indeterminacy both historically and culturally. Part IV tracks the recent efforts of courts and the administration to decrease the availability of SIJS through the familiar mechanisms of statutory interpretation and notice-and-comment rulemaking as well as the less familiar ones of refusing jurisdiction and engaging in surreptitious policy changes.

King, Alone and Unrepresented: A Call to Congress to Provide Counsel for Unaccompanied Minors, 50 Harv. J. on Legis. 331 (2013).


38. C.J.L.G. v. Sessions, 880 F.3d 1122, 1148 (9th Cir. 2018); Gao v. Jenifer, 185 F.3d 548, 554 (6th Cir. 1999).


41. As the focus herein is SIJS, this Article does not explore applications for refugee status or asylum in any detail. It also does not cover in any detail the Central American Minors Program, established by President Obama in 2014 and cancelled by President Trump in 2017 at a time when more than 2,700 applications were pending. Mica Rosenberg, U.S. Ends Program for Central American Minors Fleeing Violence, Reuters (Aug. 16, 2017), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-immigration-minors/u-s-ends-program-for-central-american-minors-fleeing-violence-idUSKCN1AW2OZ.
II. THE MECHANICS OF SPECIAL IMMIGRANT JUVENILE STATUS

There are several forms of special immigrant status outlined in the Immigration and Nationality Act, each of which is implemented by regulations of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). The original concept of the “special immigrant” in the 1952 version of the Act was to bring to the United States individuals “needed urgently” because of their “high education, technical training, specialized experience, or exceptional ability.” Attracting such immigrants, it was thought, would be “substantially beneficial prospectively to the national economy . . . .” In 1990, Congress separated the preference categories for immigration into family-based and employment-based, this latter category into three subcategories. A special immigrant must petition the DHS’s Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) for classification as such in advance of the issuance of any visas, which are numerically limited.

One preference category now includes “juvenile court dependents.” Special immigrant juvenile status is a type of “special immigrant” status for a juvenile alien deemed dependent and whose reunification with one or both of his parents cannot occur due to “abuse, neglect, abandonment, or a similar basis” and against whose best interests it would be to return to his country of nationality or last habitual residence. Creating the status was a humanitarian gesture inspired by the plight of children of undocumented immigrants within the United States who had been removed from their families, had aged out of foster care, and were at risk of deportation to a country they did not remember. It reflects a Congressional intent to remove children from harm’s way, no matter their citizenship status. Some of these children “were being adopted out of the system without any kind of legal status.” Initially, the visa was not well known and was not often used, perhaps owing to its unique and unfamiliar federal/state court interplay.

43. See, e.g., Immigrant Visa Petitions, 8 C.F.R. §§ 204.5-204.11.
45. See id.
46. “USCIS” refers to the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, the unit within the Department of Homeland Security that decides petitions for SIJS and lawful permanent residence.
52. See Fitzpatrick & Orloff, supra note 25, at 639.
The specific requirements for SIJS as enacted “‘show a congressional intent to assist a limited group of abused children to remain safely in the country with a means to apply for [legal permanent resident] status.’” 54 These children can proceed through SIJS to lawful permanent residence by fulfilling six elements: presence in the United States; under 21 years of age; unmarried; dependent upon a juvenile court by being placed in the custody of the state or with an individual or entity appointed by the court; at least one parent has abandoned, abused or neglected the child so that the child’s reunification with one or both parents is not viable; and it is not in the best interests of the minor to return to his home country.55

Unlike other forms of immigration relief, state courts play an essential role in the determination of SIJS. Indeed, the very foundation of SIJS rests on decisions and findings made by a state court applying the law of that state.56 This arrangement is justified by the expertise state courts possess to make the sorts of findings required for SIJS, findings often made in the course of a custody or guardianship proceeding.57 In many states, these matters are the province of specialized courts created specifically to hear and resolve family and probate cases.

The path through the state court and the federal agency to SIJS and possibly legal permanent residence is not without complication. State courts are asked to make findings that form the basis of the SIJS determination, given their expertise in addressing similar questions. Findings favorable to the child are embodied in a “SIJS-predicate’ order.”58 Some of the requisite findings, such as that the juvenile must be under the age of twenty-one, unmarried, and dependent upon a juvenile court, are relatively straightforward. Testimony,59 birth certificates, and whether the court has determined custody or guardianship in the proceeding are usually sufficient to address these elements.60 The two more searching factual findings a court must make when requested to make special findings are those regarding the viability of the child’s reunifying with one or both of his parents and whether it is in the child’s best interests to return to his country of origin.

The “reunification” prong, for example, hinges upon findings of parental abandonment, abuse, or neglect by at least one parent. A court may deem a parent to have abandoned a child where the parent’s whereabouts are

55. 8 C.F.R. § 204.11(c).
56. Gao v. Jenifer, 185 F.3d 548, 555 (6th Cir. 1999) (“The INA generally relies on state courts, acting in their usual course.”).
unknown, the parent has absented himself from the child’s life since birth, or the parent has died. Courts may extend SIJS findings related to a parent’s failure to exhibit care for a child further still to include instances where “a parent fails to visit a child, does not display love or affection for the child, does not personally interact with the child, and demonstrates no concern for the child’s welfare . . . .” Notably, courts have not found abandonment where the case was merely one of “voluntary abandonment,” such as abandonment for the purposes of making a child eligible for SIJS. As explored more fully below in Part IV.A., courts have disagreed whether, if the minor is living with one parent in the United States, a finding of abuse, neglect or abandonment by the other parent would satisfy the requirements of SIJS.

A court may base its finding of abuse or neglect on the harm a parent visits on a child, such as where a parent beats a child, burns the child with cigarettes or uses “excessive corporal punishment.” Courts have also based such findings on the parents’ willingness to expose their child to danger and hardship, as exhibited in an instance where a father sent his child to the United States with smugglers who would force the child to work to pay for the journey. Despite what might be assumed about the effect of geographic distance on a parent’s relationship with his child, a parent who somehow remains involved even while living apart from his child may not be deemed neglectful.

Courts have likewise referenced a range of factual findings to support the best interests element of SJIS. These include that the minor would have nowhere to live and would lack the means to support him or herself in the country of origin, the minor would lack a proper family support system, or that there would be threats to the minor’s physical safety or

63. In re Denia M.E.C., 161 A.D.3d 853, 854-55, at *1, 2 (N.Y. App. Div. 2018). DHS has argued immigration court that a juvenile is not eligible for SIJS based on the death of one of her parents. It was ultimately determined in that case that the juvenile’s father had abandoned her while he was still living. In re Abrego, A206436307, 2016 WL 4035774 (BIA), at *1 (Bd. Immig. Appeals June 27, 2016).
68. See, e.g., Zheng, 416 F. Supp. 2d at 559-60.
Although a state court’s findings are necessary for SIJS, they are not sufficient. Findings favorable to the child merely render the migrant eligible to apply for the status. The state court has no jurisdiction to decide whether the child is entitled to it. The juvenile immigrant, armed with a state court-issued order for special findings, must therefore file an I-360 petition with DHS asking it to grant SIJS. No matter the findings the state court makes, the federal government has the ultimate say regarding whether the child will receive it. DHS explicitly retains discretion to deny SIJS and is given the power to “establish such regulations . . . as [it] deems necessary for carrying out [its] authority . . . .” DHS exercises its own adjudicatory power at this stage and will ask two questions: “whether the alien applicant is eligible for such relief . . . [and] whether such relief should be granted in the discretion of the Attorney General.” The statute itself specifies that immigration authorities may deny SIJS if they determine that the findings were sought primarily for the purpose of obtaining the status. Despite its broad discretionary authority, DHS is required to reach a decision on the petition within 180 days.

If DHS grants SIJS, the juvenile may then file an I-485 form with the agency asking that her status be adjusted to that of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence. But possession of SIJS is no guarantee of receiving legal permanent resident status. An application for adjustment of status may be denied for a variety of reasons, including “adverse

---

73. Zheng, 416 F. Supp. 2d at 560 n.12 (governmental retribution for leaving China without authorization).
75. C.J.L.G. v. Sessions, 880 F.3d 1122, 1148 (9th Cir. 2018); Gao v. Jenifer, 185 F.3d 548, 554 (6th Cir. 1999).
77. Cooper, supra note , at 30.
factors” like criminal charges or gang-related activities. In making such a discretionary determination, the agency may consider youthful offender adjudications, prison infractions, and police reports describing arrests. Although the decision whether to grant SIJS in the first instance is appealable, the decision not to adjust status is insulated from judicial review under the specific provisions of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996.

Throughout the entire process just described, the minor remains in deportation proceedings. As the process can be lengthy, it may be possible to obtain an administrative closure of deportation proceedings during the pendency of the petition for SIJS in order to give “appropriate time” to juveniles whose forms I-360 are awaiting adjudication. In short, removal proceedings may be suspended but are not terminated while the juvenile is awaiting a decision on an I-360. Once SIJS is acquired, and even before an adjustment of status, removal proceedings can be terminated. If the decision of DHS is to deny SIJS in the first instance, the child is subject to deportation as an undocumented immigrant.

Congress has made adjustments to SIJS since 1990. State courts’ ability to assume jurisdiction over the custody or placement of unaccompanied minors within their borders was absolute until 1997, when an amendment to the Immigration and Nationality Act required the Attorney General to consent to the jurisdiction of the state court in cases where the juvenile is in the custody of the federal government. The amendment’s purpose was to discourage petitions for SIJS by juveniles present in the United States on student visas.

86. Zheng v. Pogash, 416 F. Supp. 2d 550, 557 (S.D. Tex. 2006); Riley v. Gantner, No. 03 Civ.2835 GEL, 2003 WL 22999487, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 22, 2003) (“A holding of ineligibility is subject to judicial review to determine whether or not the appropriate standards have been correctly applied.”) (quoting Marino v. INS, 537 F.2d 686, 690 (2d Cir. 1976)).
87. Riley, 2003 WL 22999487 at *4-5 ( canvassing circuit courts of appeals decisions ruling that IIRIRA “bars review of all determinations regarding adjustment of status”).
and to restrict it to children who are abandoned, neglected or abused. Some courts interpreted the consent provision of this amendment to establish that any child subject to deportation, even those released to the custody of relatives, was in the “constructive custody” of the federal government and that the Attorney General’s consent to jurisdiction was required in all such proceedings. However, this broad interpretation was unpersuasive to other courts, which construed the consent provision to refer only to those children who were in the actual custody of DHS. In 2008, Congress expanded the availability of SIJS by eliminating the requirement that to be eligible for SIJS the child must also be eligible for long-term foster care. With this change, state courts may now make SIJS findings whenever they exercise jurisdiction under state law to make care and custody determinations.

SIJS affords an immigrant minor “an array of statutory and regulatory rights and safeguards, such as eligibility for application of adjustment of status to that of a lawful permanent resident, exemption from various grounds of inadmissibility, and robust procedural protections to ensure their status is not revoked without good cause.” Lawful permanent residency allows an immigrant eventually to work and “to become a naturalized citizen after five years.” SIJS also brings the juvenile within the realm of important constitutional guarantees preventing summary removal: the “substantial connections with this country” that juveniles who have been granted SIJS possess place them in sharp contrast to “aliens seeking initial admission” who have

---

93. Yeboah v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 345 F.3d 216, 222 (3d Cir. 2003). Another court opined that the visiting student rationale was not necessarily behind the specific consent requirement but was instead the rationale for the requirement that the Attorney General expressly consent to the special-findings order serving as a predicate to the grant of SIJS, see Perez-Olano v. Gonzalez, 248 F.R.D. 248, 265 n.10 (C.D. Cal. 2008), thus giving acknowledging the bona fides of the order, Zheng v. Pogash, 416 F. Supp. 2d 550, 554 n.5 (S.D. Tex. 2006).


95. See, e.g., P.G. v. Dep’t of Children & Family Servs., 867 So. 2d 1248, 1249-50 (Fla. Ct. App. 2004); see also In re Zaim R., 822 N.Y.S.2d 368, 371 (Fam. Ct. 2006) (“The underlying removal proceedings pending against the minor preclude this court from having jurisdiction to proceed at this late date.”).


98. See also United States ex rel. K.E.R.G. v. Sec’y of Health & Human Servs., 638 F. App’x. 154, 158 (3d. Cir. 2016); M.B. v. Quaranitillo, 301 F.3d 109, 114 (3d Cir. 2002).

99. See also Tula v. Lynch, 805 F.3d 185, 188 (5th Cir. 2015) (citing Garcia v. Holder, 659 F.3d. 1261, 1271 (9th Cir. 2011)).


mere presence in the territory and whose connections with the United States are thus comparatively meager.\(^\text{103}\)

### III. TREACHEROUS TERRAIN

#### A. A Perilous Journey

Ernesto was just 15 when he set out alone from Guatemala, where he lived with his ailing mother, to the United States. His journey involved not only the U.S.-Mexico border, but also the one between Guatemala and Mexico. Like its northern border, the border Mexico shares with Guatemala is marked by rivers, fencing, and customs and immigration checkpoints. As chronicled in the 2006 documentary *Which Way Home?*, after crossing this frontier, many unaccompanied minors board freight trains to wind their way north on an arduous journey fraught with the risk of robbery, sexual exploitation and assault, and death.\(^\text{104}\) Some families pay smugglers exorbitant fees to help their children make the journey, giving up their property and taking on debt in order to do so.\(^\text{105}\) Public officials often demand bribes from these vulnerable populations,\(^\text{106}\) furthering the financial burden borne by those who support the attempted migration.

Twenty-five official crossings lie along the border of the United States and Mexico.\(^\text{107}\) If immigrants make it to the northern border of Mexico, crossing over into the United States outside of these official crossings brings new dangers, particularly if attempted via the Sonoran Desert, where temperatures can range from 104 to 118 degrees Fahrenheit during the day and can plunge to freezing at night. Carrying enough water for adequate hydration in these conditions is difficult,\(^\text{108}\) and those who succumb to the extreme conditions may be left behind by those who are eager to complete the journey and are desperate to survive.\(^\text{109}\) Though immigrants may receive some help in these perilous circumstances, the United States Border Patrol has worked tirelessly to undermine the efforts of volunteers to bring humanitarian aid to crossers.

---

103. Id. at 167, 170, 175-76 (internal quotation marks omitted).
105. Kulish, supra note 104.
106. Id.
108. Tory, supra note 10 (“’You can’t really carry enough water with you, so people will get lost and die of dehydration.’”).
experiencing distress.\textsuperscript{110}

Oral histories cataloguing migrants’ experiences of this crossing reveal several common themes, among them the fear that the quest will fail or will result in capture and the uncertainty about what life will be like if the quest is successful.\textsuperscript{111} Such anxieties have their basis in reality. About half of the immigrants attempting an unauthorized crossing elude apprehension, according to a DHS estimate.\textsuperscript{112} The others are detained to await deportation, with unaccompanied minors from the Northern Triangle released into ORR custody or sent on to family members. Immigration detention conditions vary, with some detainees reporting verbal and physical abuse,\textsuperscript{113} lack food, lack of water for hygiene, and deprivation of medical care.\textsuperscript{114} Once out of federal custody or if they have eluded capture altogether, juvenile migrants may face even greater perils, as will be discussed in Part III.C, below. To these migrants, the crossing can seem in retrospect like a journey that has taken them from one precarious situation to another.

\section*{B. An Unstable Boundary}

Most children who eventually apply for SIJS attempt to enter the United States through its border with Mexico. This border, established by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 and altered by the Gadsden Purchase in 1853,\textsuperscript{115} runs nearly 2,000 miles from the Pacific Ocean in the west to the Gulf of Mexico in the east. It traces a line on the land for 725 miles until it joins with the Rio Grande river at El Paso, whereupon the boundary follows the course of the river. The border separates four of the United States (California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas) from six Mexican states (Tamaulipas, Nuevo León, Coahuila, Chihuahua, Sonora, and Baja California), and bisects the ancestral lands of the Tohono O’odham Indians, disrupting their migratory movements and other traditions.\textsuperscript{116} Terrain along it


\textsuperscript{111} Sonia Nazario, Enrique’s Journey: The Story of a Boy’s Dangerous Odyssey to Reunite with His Mother (2014); Crossing Over: Stories of Immigration and Identity (Tertulia Pictures 2014) (profiling transgender Mexicans who are seeking asylum in the United States).


\textsuperscript{115} Francisco Cantú, The Line Becomes a River: Dispatches from the Border 41-44 (2018).

\textsuperscript{116} History & Culture, Tohono O’odham Nation (2016), \url{http://www.tonation-nsn.gov/history-culture/}.
varies from inhospitable desert to densely populated city centers, including areas where sister cities literally hug the border. The westernmost border crossing is San Ysidro, California, and the easternmost Brownsville, Texas. Most of the United States borderlands east of El Paso are held privately; west of El Paso, the land is primarily federal.117 The major portion of the existing border wall stands on this federal land.118 If Congress approves the necessary funding, the U.S. government’s plan to extend the wall across private land will require it to exercise eminent domain.119

It would be easy to assume that, once established in the 19th Century, the land boundary between the United States and Mexico was relatively stable. But the border, though sporadically marked, was initially so hotly contested by those living near it that the United States and Mexican governments had to cooperate in a program of remapping.120 Further accords, in 1968 and 1970, were necessary to resolve land disputes stemming from the shifting of the Rio Grande from its nineteenth-century course.121 Construction in the 1960s to reorient the river’s channel has rendered the location of this section of the southwestern border more stable for the time being.122

More recent international agreements have affected the character of the border. In 1983, the United States and Mexico signed the La Paz Agreement, a treaty establishing a border region reaching 100 kilometers on either side of the international boundary and announcing a framework for addressing environmental issues within it.123 The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),124 signed into law by President Clinton in 1993, aimed to loosen trade barriers between the United States and its immediate neighbors. Observers predicted that NAFTA would benefit the Mexican economy in ways that would stem the cross-border migration of Mexicans. The treaty, however, had the opposite result: it caused harm to the Mexican farming economy, spurring many Mexicans to seek economic opportunity in the United States through unauthorized immigration.125

117. Almukhtar & Williams, supra note 107.
118. Id.
120. CANTU, supra note 2, at 47–49.
The increase in unauthorized immigration across the U.S.-Mexico border has triggered “massive militarization,” as depicted in this recent dramatic description:

Doughy blimps equipped with cameras provide video surveillance, with thermal imaging for nighttime. Migrants unknowingly trip advanced seismic sensors with their first steps on American soil. The number of Border Patrol agents has grown to about 20,000 from roughly 9,000 in 2001, while budgets have quadrupled, spent on everything from all-terrain vehicles and horse patrols to helicopters and advanced reconnaissance drones.127

Today, the Border Patrol possesses broad enforcement authority extending to 100 air miles inside of any border. It can conduct warrantless searches of vehicles and other conveyances, during which it can request proof of the immigration status of any occupants.128 At Falfurrias, Texas, fully seventy miles north of the border, more undocumented immigrants are apprehended by U.S. authorities than at any other checkpoint.129

The border is a hotly contested space of “insecurity and instability” wherein the legal and the illegal collide and rights and status remain indeterminate and ill-defined. It is, to use the words of Mary Dudziak and Leti Volpp, the quintessential “interstitial zone[] of hybridization.”131 It is not only unruly and chaotic but “legally vague,” as viscerally captured by the recent acquittal of a United States Border Patrol agent who shot and killed a Mexican citizen across the border.134 This legal indeterminacy stokes the terror that serves as the justification for over-enforcement and keeps Americans in a perpetual state of alarm that the turbulence of the border will eventually threaten their very way of life.

---

126. Id.
127. Kulish, supra note 104.
129. Kulish, supra note 104.
The stance of the Trump administration is that unauthorized immigration presents a “clear and present danger” of harm to Americans, a description borrowed from a landmark free-speech case, *Schenck v. United States*, argued while the United States was at war with Germany. The comparison of unauthorized immigration to wartime dangers is often underscored by references to gang activity in heavily immigrant communities. The Administration aims to “control” the border with some sort of protective barrier, detain more aliens at or near the border, and hire thousands of additional border patrol officers to effectuate a “layering” strategy involving patrolling at multiple sites within the 100-air-mile zone.

The Trump administration’s efforts build on policies already mentioned above that place migrants in harm’s way. In his executive order of January 2017, President Trump ordered that migrants be returned to the territories they came from pending removal proceedings and that the availability of parole and asylum be curtailed. Recently, the federal government moved to prosecute unauthorized border crossing more systematically and deployed hundreds of National Guard troops to help patrol the border. The family separation policy, instituted simultaneously with these recent changes, was met with a vociferous public outcry. Judicially enjoined shortly thereafter, the policy was quickly withdrawn. In concert, these aggressive policies convey the message from the federal government that unauthorized immigration is not simply potentially dangerous but will be catastrophic if not immediately and vigorously combated and controlled.

---

136. 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919).
139. *Id.* at §§ 5-6.
140. *Id.* at § 8.
142. *See supra* notes - and accompanying text.
147. *Order Granting Plaintiffs’ Motion for Classwide Preliminary Injunction* at 22, Ms. L. v. United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement, 310 F. Supp. 3d 1133 (S.D. Cal. 2018) (No. 18cv0428 (MDD)).
message forges in the collective American psyche an understanding of the southwestern border as far more than just a line. It has been for so long a zone of confusion and deep ambivalence on so many levels that it has become, in the words of journalist Dennis Wagner, an unfathomable “kaleidoscope of unique places, problems and people.”150

C. American Dreams, Immigrant Realities

The quest to reach the United States represents, for some unaccompanied minors, the opportunity to be “born again . . . to make a better life for myself.”151 Once these unaccompanied minors are released to family members in the United States, they may believe that for all intents and purposes they have attained that goal; nonetheless, the threat of deportation remains real. Since immigration courts are overwhelmed and woefully underfunded,152 this state of affairs can endure for years.153 In the meantime, juvenile migrants enroll in school, sometimes work part-time, and may have access to health care, a lifestyle that may lead some to believe that their perilous journey has ended successfully.

Life in the United States for an undocumented immigrant, though, often mirrors the common themes found in migrants’ oral histories, namely the common feeling of having exchanged one set of perils for another. Finding themselves separated from their families and culture back home, working long hours, and having no social network in their new communities can be psychologically painful and lonely for immigrants.154 Ernesto reports such feelings of isolation and loneliness. He lives with his brother and cousin in a predominantly Hispanic neighborhood. They work six days a week at jobs only undocumented persons appear willing to perform and do not have the same days off. They spend their days off recovering from the long hours of physical labor. Although Ernesto is in frequent contact with family members back home, he misses being a part of family events and community celebrations.

Undocumented Latino immigrants also must face the persistent and damaging prejudice against Latinos that exists at all levels of American society.155 Latino day laborers in particular have been subjected to brutal attacks
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by white aggressors. Others have reported being exploited by unscrupulous employers. In one infamous case, a processing plant in Ohio supplying close to a billion pounds of chicken every year to the fast food industry made it a policy to recruit indigenous Guatemalan immigrants whom they knew would not complain of low wages and illegal working conditions.

In addition to social isolation and discrimination, the threat of deportation permeates every aspect of life as an undocumented immigrant. Deportation can occur years after an immigrant has been gainfully employed and has had a family. For those in immigration detention, especially those forcibly separated from their children, life in the United States exacts a high price, leading some to regret their decision to cross. As Ashtyn Tayler, a medical student volunteer assisting immigrants at the border, reported, “There are so many people here who are traumatized. They are emotionally scarred, and these will be the scars of a generation. [A]n entire mass of people will carry this [trauma] with them for years.”

IV. JUDICIAL AND EXECUTIVE ATTEMPTS TO DISMANTLE SIJS

Serious obstacles block many immigrant juveniles’ path to attaining SIJS. One is their lack of awareness that the status even exists. Immigration authorities are not required to inform juvenile immigrants of the existence of SIJS unless they are “apparently eligible” based on pending state court
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Delays can be fatal, derailing the minor’s opportunity to apply to the federal government for SIJS classification. Exacerbating the problem is that most applicants are without legal counsel and may be hard pressed to locate counsel sufficiently versed in how to apply for SIJS classification. The Homeland Security Act of 2002 contains the tepid statement that the Office of Refugee Resettlement should “develop[] a plan to be submitted to Congress on how to ensure that qualified and independent legal counsel is timely appointed to represent the interests of each such child . . . .” ORR claims that all unaccompanied immigrant minors in its care attend a “Know Your Rights” workshop where they are notified of the eligibility guidelines for SIJS and are given a list of pro bono legal services providers. Recently, an American Bar Association resolution addressed the lack of legal counsel for immigrant juveniles and urged the appointment of “counsel for unaccompanied children at government expense at all proceedings necessary to obtain SIJS and other remedies.” Currently, however, unaccompanied minors have no right to a government-appointed lawyer when appearing in immigration court. Thus, most are forced into the position of representing themselves, greatly increasing the likelihood that they will be deported. Finally, there is the promise of legal representation under the William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act, but no funding.

In the current toxic environment of anti-immigrant sentiment, additional hurdles to SIJS are emerging. Some state courts have begun to interpret the statute in ways that contradict its plain language. Others have dodged requests for SIJS findings by claiming no expertise in immigration law. Still others are purporting to deny SIJS in outright usurpations of the prerogative of USCIS. In addition, immigration officials are finding new ways to question the findings made by state courts and are claiming the regulatory power to make SIJS less available. These efforts of the judicial and executive branches of government to dismantle SIJS are reflections of the polarized debate over immigration that continues to rage in this country.

A. State Courts’ Resistance

The resistance of state courts to making findings that can be used to apply for SIJS takes several forms, some more benign than others. The first
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potential obstacle is the age of majority, which is not the same in every state for all purposes. In some states, juvenile court jurisdiction ends at eighteen, or nineteen under extended jurisdiction provisions. The most commonly recognized age of majority is eighteen or as late as twenty-one if the individual is still attending high school or is attending college. Some states guarantee child support until the age of twenty-one. Although courts “may be unfamiliar with the consequences of the child ‘aging out’ of the court’s jurisdiction without receiving the SIJS predicate order,” they will not accept petitions for SIJS findings after a child reaches the age of majority.

Without the order, the opportunity to seek SIJS evaporates. Some legislatures in states receptive to promoting SIJS have made explicit that, for SIJS purposes, juvenile courts have jurisdiction over individuals until the age of twenty-one. One example is California, which amended its guardianship law to allow persons between eighteen and twenty years of age to file a petition for guardianship, whereas previously, a guardian could be appointed only for a child under the age of eighteen. Another is Florida, whose statute addressing SIJS specifically states that if SIJS and an adjustment of status “have not been granted by the time the child reaches 18 years of age, the court may retain jurisdiction” until the child reaches twenty-two years of age.

One problem related to the lack of awareness of SIJS among immigrant youth is that state court judges may be unfamiliar with immigration law and may be unwilling to hone their expertise in this area to deal effectively with motions for SIJS findings. After all, the hybrid decision-making approach to obtaining SIJS is unusual, and family court dockets are already crowded with routine family law matters. In Brooklyn Family Court, where I practice, one judge has become an expert in SIJS cases and hears all such matters by default. In Queens Family Court, by contrast, proceedings can be protracted due to the lack of familiarity and expertise family court judges bring.

---
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to SIJS matters. Compounding the problem is that the law of SIJS has undergone revision in recent years. As Cristina Ritchie Cooper notes, “judges and attorneys should avoid following the regulations that reflect pre-[Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act] requirements” because that act eliminated the original requirement that the child be found “‘eligible for long-term foster care.’”

Other forms of state court resistance are less benign. The most common example relates to the required finding that the child’s reunification with one or both parents is not viable. By its own terms, the SIJS statute permits “one-parent SIJS,” where the applicant lives in the United States with one of his parents but has been abandoned by the other parent. The 2008 anti-trafficking legislation made clear that abuse, abandonment or neglect by one parent is all that is needed, changing language from the earlier law that said such findings were required with respect to both parents. The statute refers specifically to “an individual . . . whose reunification with 1 or both of the immigrant’s parents is not viable due to abuse, neglect, abandonment, or a similar basis found under State law.”

One-parent SIJS has been controversial, however, with some courts preferring the theory that Congress could not have meant to extend SIJS protection to such cases. Such courts are prone to read the requirement as conjunctive rather than disjunctive or to claim it is ambiguous and thus subject to interpretation. Courts in Nebraska, New Jersey and New York, for example, have declared “one or both parents” to be ambiguous, susceptible to more than one reasonable interpretation, depending upon who was involved in the child’s life prior to the petition. In re Erick M., involving a juvenile offender who lived with his mother but whose father’s whereabouts were unknown, the court read the reunification provision in this way. If the minor lived with one of his parents, it reasoned, then the requirement is that reunification with both of his parents is infeasible. This reasoning seems to suggest that if the minor lived with neither of his parents, then it is enough to show that reunification with at least one parent is infeasible. In support of its decision, the court opined that “Congress wanted to give state courts and federal authorities flexibility” to consider individualized circumstances.
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A court in New Jersey understood the reunification language to refer to a situation where reunification with neither parent is viable. In that case, the minor arrived in the United States without his parents and went to live with his uncle. The uncle obtained an order of custody, but the court in that proceeding determined that the custody petition had been brought for the purpose of seeking an adjustment of the minor’s immigration status and, therefore, refused to make SIJS findings. Moreover, even though the minor’s father had abandoned him, the court reasoned that his mother was not guilty of neglect simply because she had inadequate financial resources to provide the child with adequate care. The court compared the mother with one in another case who had been described as ”a caring mother [living in poverty] who is trying to provide better living conditions for her son.” The court believed that only where a minor cannot be reunited with both parents would Congress’s twin goals of protecting immigrant youth from unsafe parents and of not giving those who have at least one caring parent an immigration advantage be satisfactorily met.

The New Jersey Supreme Court reversed this determination, implying that the lower courts had overstepped their bounds. It went to great pains to describe the essential but limited role a state court should assume when requested to make SIJS findings:

The Family Part plays a critical role in a minor immigrant’s attempt to obtain SIJ status but that role is closely circumscribed. The Family Part’s sole task is to apply New Jersey law in order to make the child welfare findings required by 8 C.F.R. § 204.11. The Family Part does not have jurisdiction to grant or deny applications for immigrant relief. That responsibility remains squarely in the hands of the federal government. Nor does it have the jurisdiction to interpret federal immigration statutes. The Family Part’s role in the SIJ process is solely to apply its expertise in family and child welfare matters to the issues raised in 8 C.F.R. § 204.11, regardless of its view as to the position likely to be taken by the federal agency or whether the minor has met the requirements for SIJ status. To that end, Family Part courts faced with a request for an SIJ predicate order should make factual findings with regard to each of the requirements listed in 8 C.F.R. § 204.11. When analyzing whether reunification with “1 or both” parents is not viable due to abuse, neglect, or abandonment, the Family Part shall make
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separate findings as to each parent, and that determination shall be made by applying the law of this state. This approach will provide USCIS with sufficient information to enable it to determine whether SIJ status should be granted or denied, in accordance with the statutory interpretation of the SIJ provision applied by that agency.194

Interpreting “1 or both” as requiring both appears to be a minority position. Other courts routinely find the reunification language plain:

If Congress meant that an applicant for SIJ was required to show that reunification with both parents was not viable due to abuse, neglect or abandonment, it could easily have so provided. Use of the disjunctive indicates that abuse, neglect or abandonment by one parent is sufficient to support the predicate finding.195

Commentators have articulated sound policy justifications for the plain-meaning theory. Rodrigo Bacus finds the justification in the recognition that unaccompanied minors are vulnerable and marginalized.196 He argues that the one-parent SIJS rule promotes minors’ autonomy and agency. Megan Johnson sees the rejection of one-parent SIJS as a violation of the 2008 statutory amendment enacted to expand SIJS eligibility to children who find themselves “involuntarily at the mercy of [their] parents’ relocation decisions . . . .”197 Gregory Catangay traces the one-parent SIJS controversy to the involvement of state courts in the SIJS process. He argues for removing state courts from the equation, leaving the federal government in charge of the entire process.198

State court resistance to SIJS does not only take the form of denying one-parent SIJS findings. Some courts reject requests to make special findings by either disclaiming competency in immigration matters or citing a lack of jurisdiction. The unusual hybrid decision-making approach to obtaining SIJS may concern state courts about their proper role vis-à-vis federal officials making decisions about immigration policy, and may trigger suspicion that litigants are using state courts to take improper advantage of immigration

law. As California Superior Court Judge Craig Arthur put it, “I noticed that there was a lot of pushback from state court judges about making these findings because, in their mind, they were making a determination that these children were now going to be naturalized citizens of the United States.” As was noted above in Part II, however, in hearing motions to make SIJS findings, state courts are not making immigration decisions but only findings that might support them if the appropriate requests are filed with DHS. At the federal level, an applicant for SIJS must satisfy other tests to obtain SIJS and may be denied lawful permanent residence even if she does.

In a case involving an immigrant juvenile living with his mother in Virginia, the court granted custody to the mother but refused to make findings related to the father’s abuse and abandonment of his son, claiming a lack of jurisdiction to do so. The court believed that jurisdiction necessary for a state court to make findings that might be used in an immigration matter does not exist when it is not explicitly conferred by the Immigration and Nationality Act. Nothing in the Act, in short, mandated that state courts make SIJS findings upon request “or tailor their orders to increase the likelihood that federal immigration officials will find them acceptable.” The court took comfort in the pronouncements in the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services Policy Manual admonishing courts to apply state law when making SIJS findings. Since Virginia state law made no provision for the making of SIJS findings, the court believed it had no obligation to make them at all, in spite of the court’s clear jurisdiction over the parental-maltreatment and best-interests-of-the-child issues presented in the case. This refusal to entertain the underlying petition and to make special findings has been the response of other courts as well.

Several other less prominent points of resistance bear mentioning. One arises when a family or probate court determines it has no jurisdiction because it is not a “juvenile” court in the meaning of the SIJS provisions. This occurs despite the fact that the term, as used in the federal legislation, is broadly used to encompass courts that make “determinations about the custody and care of juveniles” and would include family and probate courts in most states. Another is the reluctance of state courts to take jurisdiction in
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SIJS cases when the minors are in deportation proceedings.\textsuperscript{209} However, the language employed in the provision in question applies only to juveniles in actual, not constructive, federal custody.\textsuperscript{210} Another court concluded that Congress could not have intended “to confer immigration benefits on juveniles adjudicated delinquent of criminal offenses.”\textsuperscript{211} “[T]hat cannot be the law,” remarked one trial court. “If that were the law then every minor who is here illegally would have an incentive to commit a crime so they go into custody and then they can state “I am now a dependent” or “I am now dependent upon the juvenile court.””\textsuperscript{212} A similar statement was made by an Ohio court: “Appellant entered the country illegally, committed a serious offense, and now prays for relief so he may seek legal status. His request appears nonsensical in view of the circumstances.”\textsuperscript{213}

Other courts express discomfort with providing any sort of support for an application for SIJS.\textsuperscript{214} The most egregious form that this resistance takes is the “categorical rejection”\textsuperscript{215} of SIJS petitions. This stance is reflected in the decisions of lower courts in Florida beginning in 2015, until it was ended by the Florida Supreme Court in 2017. A series of cases between 2005 and 2016 established that Florida appellate courts were generally receptive to SIJS-based dependency cases.\textsuperscript{216} One of these courts rejected the state’s argument that SIJS-based dependency petitions were “‘not a proper use of Florida’s law, courts, and resources . . .’”\textsuperscript{217} In 2015, Florida’s Third District Court of Appeal nonetheless on two different occasions upheld dismissals of SIJS-based dependency petitions on the ground that the alleged abandonment had occurred in the too distant past.\textsuperscript{218} In both cases, Judge Frank Shepherd opined that SIJS-based petitions are improper uses of the law.\textsuperscript{219} Emboldened, the circuit courts began churning out summary denials of SIJS-based dependency petitions and were rewarded with \textit{per curiam} affirmances.\textsuperscript{220}
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The Florida Supreme Court reversed and remanded the decision in *B.R.C. M.* for particularized findings. The court recognized a disagreement among the courts of appeals in Florida and in particular took issue with the *B.R.C.M.* court’s summary dismissal of the petition because *B.R.C.M.* had brought it for the purpose of seeking SIJS.\(^{221}\) The court firmly admonished the lower courts to focus on whether the child meets the statutory definition of dependency and to ignore what the minor might do with a state court’s finding of dependency at the federal level.\(^{222}\) The Florida Supreme Court’s directive was, as has been emphasized above, a correct description of the non-overlapping roles of the state courts and the federal government in questions of SIJS eligibility.

In Nebraska, one trial court was so uncomfortable with the thought of providing the petitioner a stepping stone to lawful permanent residence that it revoked its order of special findings after having issued it earlier in the proceedings. The court was clearly torn about what the findings might mean for the future course of immigration in the United States:

“‘At the time of the hearing, the juveniles described their living conditions in their home country prior to their arrival in the United States. Both [the juveniles’ attorney] and [the attorney representing DHHS] argued persuasively it is in the best interests of the juveniles that they remain in this country. The Court is convinced that is true. However, the Court is equally convinced there are, in all probability, tens if not hundreds of thousands of people who are here illegally or who would like to come to the United States because they would be better off in this country. In addition, the record is devoid of any credible evidence that their mother abused, neglected, or abandoned the juveniles. First of all, the mother brought them here illegally presumably for a better life. Secondly, a conscious decision was made by this family to leave the children in the care and custody of [OJS] when the mother was deported. It is incongruous for the guardian ad litem or [DHHS] to argue the mother abused and neglected these children by leaving them here in the United States and at the same time argue that by doing so, they were being afforded a better life with greater opportunity.’\(^{223}\)”

This court’s express reservations about being a tool for furthering a migrant’s ambition to obtain SIJS status clouded its judgment about the substantial evidence in the record of abuse, neglect, and abandonment fully separate from the “conscious decision” made by this family at the time of the
mother’s deportation. Of course, such a decision is not a disqualification from SIJS where there is evidence in the record of such parental maltreatment.

The Family Court in Nassau County, New York, has been particularly resistant to granting SIJS predicate orders. In one case, the judge dismissed the guardianship petition, refused to inquire into the best interests of the child, and instead criticized the child for not speaking English more proficiently. Specific comments included: that the child “should be speaking English a lot better” after having been in the United States for two years and should “make some friends who speak English”; that if the child only spoke Spanish, “what are you gonna do, you’re gonna be hanging around just where you are”; and that the child “[c]an’t speak English, doesn’t go to school, it’s wonderful. It’s a great country America.” The appellate court, reversing, deemed these remarks inappropriate and not to be countenanced. A plethora of similar decisions by this court have likewise been reversed on appeal.

State courts engaging in these forms of judicial resistance to SIJS actively obscure the bright line that divides their “institutional competence” to make child welfare determinations from whatever role as an immigration gatekeeper they might fervently want to fulfill. One judge even claimed, “It is as if we are customs agents . . .” The dividing line becomes especially blurry for some courts in cases that do not involve allegations of severe physical abuse, gang violence, human trafficking, or drug smuggling. On the one hand, these courts have been vocal about wanting to curtail immigration in this context; on the other, they have disclaimed any responsibility for laying the groundwork for an immigration decision to be made by the federal government. Either stance is an abdication of responsibility to focus squarely on the child’s welfare.

The gatekeeper paradigm is misguided. A California appeals court wrote: “A state court’s role in the SIJ process is not to determine worthy candidates for citizenship, but simply to identify abused, neglected, or abandoned alien children under its jurisdiction who cannot reunify with a parent or be safely
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returned in their best interests to their home country.” The Nina L. court opined that there is a good reason state courts are not competent to be gatekeepers in these matters: “[t]here is no party opposing petitioner’s motion for SIJ findings and thus the adversary process will not work to ferret out the truth or shed light on the reasons for [the parents’] conduct.” Furthermore, the federal courts have made explicit that state court findings do not dictates to immigration officials what they must do in SIJS cases. Indeed, federal authorities retain full discretionary authority whether to grant the classification.

Appellate review has been necessary to reverse some of these wrongheaded state court decisions, labeled by one commentator as “impermissible immigrant adjudication by state courts.” A Maryland appeals court admonished: “Imposing insurmountable evidentiary burdens of production or persuasion is . . . inconsistent with the intent of Congress.” Through this lens, given that a state court is not making immigration decisions, it is not at liberty simply to refuse to make findings on the matters requested. Even more alarming than the resistance itself is that access to SIJS is now skewed across states in a manner that Laila Hlass attributes to a lack of state court familiarity with SIJS in some areas of the country and lack of access to counsel.

Hlass quotes Ken Borelli, a former child welfare official in California who helped draft the law that led to the creation of SIJS: Borelli describes the state courts’ response to SIJS a “tragedy” due to the lack of consistency in its implementation across the country.
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B. DHS’s Regulatory Power

The SIJS program is the subject of a Congressional enactment, but DHS has broad regulatory power to determine its contours. Immigration policy in particular is largely immune from judicial review. The more general deference administrative agencies are due when carrying out their statutory mandates is governed by the Supreme Court’s decision in *Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council.* The decision speaks of the broad deference generally given to administrative action and establishes a standard by which to judge the level of deference due in individual cases. The *Chevron* standard asks first “whether Congress speaks in the statute to the particular issue . . . .” If so, deference is not appropriate. If the statute does not speak to the issue, the standard asks whether the agency’s regulation is “based on a permissible construction of the statute.” Permissible regulations are those that are not “arbitrary, capricious, or manifestly contrary to the statute.” As a practical matter, then, the executive branch’s administrative decision making in the area of immigration policy is considerably insulated from judicial review. Nevertheless, DHS policies in the context of SIJS have been the subject of numerous legal challenges.

One attack that can be leveled at administrative agencies is that their actions are *ultra vires.* One action that was the subject of such a challenge was DHS’s interpretation of a provision in the 1997 amendment to SIJS to mean that no immigrant juvenile in federal custody could seek an order of special findings in state court absent DHS’s specific consent. Without this consent, which had to be obtained before any state court proceedings could be commenced and was often refused, any state court determination would be invalid under federal law. The lack of consent was thus an effective bar to obtaining SIJS. For example, in *M.B. v. Quarantillo,* the court determined that the lack of evidence available to establish that the juvenile would ultimately be capable of satisfying the requirements of SIJS and the fact that he was already beyond the age at which he could be the subject of
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the relevant state court’s jurisdiction were proper considerations supporting DHS’s withholding of consent.254

Complicating this question of consent was that DHS’s implementing regulations contained no mention of the consent requirement.255 Instead, DHS embodied its policy regarding the required consent in the Cook Memorandum, which specified that those in DHS custody had to make a written request for consent.256 In Zheng v. Pogash, immigrant minors successfully argued that DHS must grant or deny consent within the parameters of the Memorandum, which also specified that said consent should be granted under the following conditions: “(1) if it is in the best interests of the child to go before the state court; and (2) the child may be eligible for SIJ classification.”257 The applicant was a 14-year-old boy whose father had him smuggled into the United States where the boy was to be responsible for working off the $60,000 bill owed to the smuggling ring.258 The court found DHS’s denial of consent to be an abuse discretion based on this evidence and based on DHS’s determination that the minor lacked credibility, even though the agency had never interviewed him.259 The opinion cited another case wherein an abuse of discretion determination was grounded on a similar failure to conduct an investigation.260 Had the evidence been satisfactory, however, an immigration court would have been well within its power to determine that the juvenile was ineligible for SIJ status and to refuse to continue proceedings to await any outcome in state court.261

In yet another case involving review of DHS’s actions surrounding the Cook Memorandum, Yeboah v. United States Department of Justice, ten-year-old Julian Yeboah arrived in the United States from Ghana by airplane under nebulous circumstances:262 he was either running away from an abusive father, or his father had arranged for him to travel to the U.S. with the hope that he would find a better life.263 The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) took Julian into custody and refused to consent to his filing a
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dependency petition with the state court due to the service’s belief that Julian was not abused and that he instead wanted to be declared dependent for the purpose of seeking SIJS. The court reviewed the refusal under the arbitrary and capricious standard of *Chevron* and upheld INS’s refusal to consent. As was remarked in *Zheng*, the statute did not direct under what conditions INS must or must not grant consent. The terms of the Cook Memorandum, however, convinced the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit to affirm, remarking that the lower court had applied the correct standard and emphasizing that upon a motion for summary judgment, an agency decision for which there is no statutory direction limits the reviewing court to considering whether the legislative history indicates that the agency’s action was a “‘clear error of judgment.’” Since it did not, Yeboah’s claim that the agency’s action was *ultra vires* was of no avail.

In *Perez-Olano v. Gonzalez*, the plaintiff-immigrant argued that the consent provision did not apply to state court proceedings that do not determine custody or placement. The court granted the plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment on this issue, reasoning that the agency’s interpretation of the consent requirement overshot the statutory language that limited the need for consent to cases where the state court adjudication would alter the minor’s custody status or placement. Since special findings orders can be issued without altering the custody of the child or her placement with the federal government (if she is so placed), it was *ultra vires* for the department to require the consent of federal officials for every petition to a state court for special findings. The court further reasoned that the agency’s interpretation was in conflict with Congress’s reservation of child welfare decisions to state courts as long as those decisions do not interfere with the federal government’s control of minors in its actual or constructive custody. Minors who require the agency’s specific consent can now use a form available at the Health and Human Services website.

Regulations governing the age after which a minor’s petition for SIJS will not be accepted by the agency has also been the subject of legal challenges. These regulations specify that “a minor will ‘age-out’ of eligibility if the child turns 21 years old before being granted SIJ status or SIJ-based adjustment, or if the child is no longer dependent on the state court . . . .”
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has been accused of delaying SIJS adjudications so that the age-out regulations render applicants ineligible for the status.271 Some courts have decided that DHS has a duty to investigate and adjudicate petitions for SIJS expeditiously.272 Taking two-and-a-half years to adjudicate a SIJS petition was, in one court’s estimation, unreasonable on its face.273 Moreover, applying the age-out provisions to motions to reconsider denials of petitions to adjust status submitted when the applicant was eligible places the applicant in an untenable procedural bind. As one court explained,

It would be peculiar to hold that, if the agency erroneously denied his application, it would be without power to correct its own mistake on reconsideration, simply because it had delayed acting on plaintiff’s application until the eve of his 21st birthday.274

On the question of the validity of the age-out regulations themselves, however, the Perez-Olano court found them to be consistent with the Chevron standard. Not only had Congress refrained from speaking directly to the issue of whether a child could age out of eligibility for SIJS despite having in hand appropriate findings from a state court, but the agency’s regulation was a reasonable interpretation of the statute.275 The court agreed with the plaintiffs that satisfying the criteria for SIJS unquestionably established the applicant’s eligibility for that status; however, it was equally persuaded of the reasonableness of cancelling an application for SIJS or for SIJS-based adjustment of status if the applicant attained the age of majority during its pendency. After all, the purpose of the status was to “protect immigrant children from abuse, neglect, and abandonment.”276 The 2008 amendments to the SIJS statute decreased, but did not completely eliminate, the danger of aging out. A 2009 DHS internal memorandum, describing the age-out protection under the 2008 law, specifies that as long as the petitioner was a “child” on the date the petition was filed, DHS may not deny the classification, even if the petition is resolved beyond the applicant’s reaching the age of majority.277

More recently, DHS has revived the specter of aging out of SIJS by surreptitiously reworking the definition of who is a child for SIJS purposes. In an “unannounced policy reversal,”278 advocates have discerned a pattern,
ultimately confirmed by the agency, that it has begun to make “adverse adjudications of SIJS petitions, affecting largely those clients who were 18+ years old at the time of filing with USCIS.”279 In other words, even though SIJS is supposed to be available to individuals under the age of twenty-one, it may no longer be available to those who were over eighteen when they petitioned for SIJS. DHS has even applied this new policy to revoke applications that were previously approved.280

USCIS has denied that its policy is new and insists that it simply scrutinizes each application individually. Advocates suspect the administration wants to do whatever it can to curtail the availability of SIJS. According to Beth Krause of the Legal Aid Society, “And now, U.S.C.I.S. is interpreting [the statute] in a way to cut out a very large portion of kids who, until the past couple of weeks, had gotten these grants under the same facts.”281 One rationale may be that juvenile court jurisdiction typically ends at eighteen, even though that is not the law in New York and several other states.282 The new policy appears to contradict in part a 2007 directive of USCIS’s Office of Administrative Appeals to the effect that where a state “extends its jurisdiction over an applicant beyond his or her 18th birthday [in this case Florida] . . . the applicant [can continue] to meet the eligibility criteria for [SIJS].”283 The Office of Administrative Appeals was unpersuaded by the argument that “non-viability of family reunification would expire on the applicant’s 18th birthday . . . .”284 A lawsuit filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York takes aim at the new policy.285

Another issue involving DHS’s regulatory power over the SIJS program is the cap on the number of visas DHS allocates to SIJS petitioners. Being eligible for lawful permanent residence under SIJS is still subject to the visa preference system.286 Children from the Northern Triangle countries of Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador will wait for upwards of a year and a half before a visa number will become available to allow them to apply for lawful permanent residence.287 According to attorney Amy Woo Lee, “It is really up to the whim of the State Department that is putting out this visa bulletin every month saying what visas are available. The numbers can go forward, they can also go back, or they can stay where they are, so it is really hard to predict exactly how long the wait is at any given time.”288 The
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Attorney General, though, does retain discretion to adjust status even if the applicant does not have immediate access to a visa.289

One problem with the visa quota system for SIJS is that SIJS is a category meant to provide protection against child maltreatment; in this way it is more akin to asylum than to other visa categories. The notion that immigration quotas should enter into this equation and its implication that immigration efficiencies can thus override the child welfare concerns that lie at the heart of SIJS reflect a misordering of priorities. This point has been recognized by the American Bar Association, which in 2017 issued a resolution urging the federal government to “increase the number of SIJ visas allotted to qualified applicants each year, because existing limits prevent all qualified children and youth from accessing the protections and benefits of a visa.”290 Although the Department of Homeland Security retains discretion to issue a visa in any given case, it cannot abuse its discretion in its decision to deny the visa. An abuse of discretion in this area would be a decision “made without a rational explanation, [that] inexplicably departed from established policies, or [that] rested on an impermissible basis such as invidious discrimination against a particular race or group.”291 To deny or delay granting SIJS visas for children who have established that they have been abused, abandoned, or neglected based solely on their country of origin would constitute an abuse of agency discretion.

To make matters worse, DHS has recently “attempted to remove SIJ-classified children back to their countries of origin” on an expedited basis,292 and a lawsuit was required to establish that action’s incongruence with SIJS. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit reasoned that, given that SIJS insulates a juvenile against removal on several grounds, including her lack of valid immigration documentation,293 it is a meaningful legal benefit that creates a “substantial legal relationship” between the juvenile and the United States.294 Expedited removal would render SIJS, and the benefits it entails, a nullity; thus, any attempt to summarily deport a juvenile who already holds SIJS must be in accordance with due process.295

In tandem with cutting off the ability to apply for SIJS, the Trump administration is currently ratcheting up its scrutiny of state court proceedings and predicate orders.296 This new development suggests that DHS may in more
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cases not find the findings of state courts adequately “rigorous” for SIJS purposes. In this connection, it has now become commonplace for DHS to send petitions for classification as a special immigrant juvenile back to young immigrants at least once requesting additional evidence. These requests invariably take the form of questioning the findings made by the family court in what one juvenile’s counsel styled “an impermissible sua sponte re-determination of the legal conclusions of the juvenile court.” In reviewing petitions, the agency scours the factual record the state court relied upon for its findings. Its task is not to re-weigh the evidence but rather to “confirm that the juvenile court has made an informed decision.” DHS particularly favors predicate orders that “include specific factual findings and not just conclusory statements.” In , for example, the state court determined that the minor Maria Hernández had been abandoned by her mother in 2008, but DHS could not find in the record the facts the court relied upon to conclude that the mother had, at that time, ceased to provide Maria with safety, shelter, and food. It is also believed that, to pass muster with DHS, the court’s findings must not only be specific but must also contain precise references to the state law sources that support them. In response to DHS’s increased scrutiny, the New York State Bar Association has issued a new form for attorneys to use when drafting an order for special findings to present to a judge. As one judge sees it, “[T]he better the facts, the better the finding that I make, the better the chances that the child will get the SIJS application granted.” Whatever the chances of approval, however, there is no disputing that the rate at which applications for SIJS are processed by USCIS has slowed to a crawl.

V. Conclusion

As is true in many other countries, the United States currently finds itself entangled in the struggle “to balance its right to protect its borders and
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prevent illegal immigration with showing compassion and humanity.”306 The balance is hard to achieve, no more so than at the U.S.-Mexico border, a legal boundary fraught with complexity and controversy. Strong-arm disincentives to cross-border migration, whether they come in the form of walls or family separation policies, have not quelled migration rooted in “‘civil strife, economic degradation, and fear of death in the migrants’ home countries.’”307 Migration stemming from intractable political problems that make the United States appear to be a beacon of safety and opportunity will in all likelihood continue.

Evidence of the humanity in our immigration law remains in SIJS, a form of immigration relief that Congress enacted to recognize that our most vulnerable population—undocumented children—may need protection against abusive parents and against deportation to a situation that would imperil their welfare. SIJS remains the law because no matter the prevailing political winds, Americans understand that a priority of their government should be to remove children from harm’s way, no matter their citizenship status.

Growing anti-immigrant sentiment, however, has begun to tear at the fabric of SIJS’s protections. Some state courts have cast a suspicious eye on children who apply for SIJS predicate orders, interpreting the language of the statute in ways that contort its plain language. These courts have refused to make predicate orders, appearing to shun their roles as finders of facts regarding the welfare of immigrant children subject to their jurisdiction. They have simultaneously embraced an active but unauthorized gatekeeping role in our immigration system by questioning the motives of the minors who appear before them.

The executive branch, too, has played a significant role in undermining SIJS’s protections. Their competence to regulate in this area is broad, owing to *Chevron* deference. Limitations on the number of visas available to immigrant youth from Northern Triangle countries, the power to deny consent to juveniles in federal custody who wish to seek state court orders, and summarily denying SIJS to those who filed their SIJS petitions after they turned eighteen all conspire to limit the availability of SIJS. Stepped-up scrutiny of state court orders by USCIS also shifts the balance in ways that have seen SIJS approval rates plunge and undermines the cooperation among the state and federal systems upon which SIJS was originally conceived.

The most welcome response to these discouraging developments would be clarification from Congress about the proper roles and responsibilities of and

---


the proper relationship between state courts and federal immigration authorities in the SIJS context. This is not likely to occur in the current climate, and I predict instead that going forward we will see more surreptitious activity aimed at whittling this form of immigration protection out of existence. The demise of SIJS would be catastrophic for children caught in the cross-hairs of undocumented status and parental abandonment or abuse. It would be a reminder that our efforts to define who belongs in and who must be kept out have served only to stoke fiery debate and harm people living on both sides of a border defined by no more than an achingly dangerous desert and an ever shifting river.308
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